The Essential Mentee Webinar
The Essential Mentee webinar provides you with the opportunity to optimise your role as a mentee
in a mentoring relationship. Rather than guess at the key steps to success, or waste your time on web
searches, this webinar lays the groundwork for you to quickly and easily get underway as a mentee
who is able to build a great mentoring relationship and achieve success in mentoring.
As a recent mentee said to Gilly: 'Thanks for your presentation yesterday - you were really relatable and I got
alot of energy from thinking about what I could do with my next 12 months. I am feeling like there are possibilities
now, where I felt like there were only barriers before. Thanks! (Mentee, 2019)
Key Learning Areas
Together, we will be exploring these key learning areas during the webinar:


Identifying why you really want the mentoring experience



Determining what you want to be different as a result of working with a mentor



Understanding the core behaviours that enable success as a mentee



Identifying the steps to creating a meaningful mentoring relationship



Identifying barriers that can hinder progress and how to overcome these



Clarifying how to measure your progress and success in mentoring.

Outcomes
One hour of your time and $66 of your money is what you are investing in this webinar.
In return, our aim is to help you to become competent, confident and courageous in undertaking the actions
and behaviours that will enable you to achieve success in mentoring. No guesswork - just clarity in how to
quickly establish yourself as a mentee and move confidently towards success in mentoring.
Inclusions
Your investment includes the following:


Pre-webinar Mentoring 101 video (sent a week prior to the event) to support you in understanding the
core principles of mentoring



60 minute webinar session



PDF tool set to support your mentee role



PDF Certificate of Attendance

Next Steps
Register for the webinar!
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